CLUB ADDITIONS FOR FALL 2016

Educational Clubs:
Cooking 101
If you enjoy getting into the kitchen and unleashing your creativity, this class is for you! In Cooking 101,
students will prepare a variety of recipes while improving basic kitchen skills and developing leadership
both inside and outside the kitchen. By the completion of the term, students will be able to independently
have prepared assorted appetizers, entrees and desserts – and enjoyed tasting them too! With the help of
Cooking 101, you’ll be entertaining your family and friends in no time!
FEE: $210

Mad Science - Imagination Investigation	
  
Students test their forensic skills as they become super sleuths in our Detective Science class. We explore
the amazing world of insects, learning how these fascinating creatures live. Each child will construct a
propeller-driven race car as they learn about the power of mighty machines. We raise the curtain on the
mysteries of movie making and special effects. Students explore the wild world of weather, investigating
the power of wind, thunder, lightning and make an ultraviolet light-sensitive keychain.
Weekly Topics: Bugs, Detective Science, Earthworks, Kitchen Chemistry, Science of Toys, Movie Effects,
Mad Machines, and Walloping Weather
FEE: $210

Activity Clubs:
Jedi LEGO
Embrace your inner Jedi as we travel to realms far and wide, with LEGO®! In this unique LEGO®
program, students will explore the Jedi’s world using LEGO®.They will engage in building projects both
independently and as teams, learning about important Jedi facts such as outer space, space travel and
galaxies far, far away. Do or do not- there is no try- in Jedi LEGO®!
FEE: $210

Kangoo Club
Kangoo Jumps are the world's lowest impact shoes! Our after school programs are fun, energetic and
versatile! We bring shoes for each child and run a different activity with them each session. This includes
sports like dodgeball and basketball, games, relay races and obstacle courses, choreographed routines and
jogging challenges. Games performed with Kangoo Jumps enhance the motor abilities of children to
improve the skill related to components of fitness: strength, agility, speed, coordination, balance and
endurance. Exercise on Kangoo Jumps boots may also assist in the development of intellectual, aesthetic
and social skills.
FEE: $210

